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THE APPLICATION OF DOCTRINAL TASKING WORDS
The doctrinal tactical tasks in Appendix C of MCDP 1-0 are very appropriate for GCE units in high intensity environments; however, an argument that these tasks are only suitable for high intensity environments is a misunderstanding based on intellectual laziness. While MCDP 1-0 organizes these as they are oriented on the enemy or terrain or friendly forces, they could also be organized by warfighting function. Most are maneuver tasks, with some basic fires and collection tasks as well. The weakness of this list in less than high-intensity environments is that while "orienting on the enemy is fundamental to" 5 Marine doctrine and the way Marines operate, in less kinetic environments operations, missions, and tasks do not necessarily focus on the enemy as much as, or in the same way as, they do in more conventional combat situations.
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The solution to the problem of difficulties issuing tasking statements begins with an analysis of the basic tasking words from MCDP 1-0. Some of these are more likely than others to be appropriate to lower intensity environments. In other words, the solution begins with learning and teaching subordinates so that these doctrinal words can be used doctrinally.
The following table is an attempt to categorize the tasking words from MCDP 1-0 as they may severally be likely to be suitable to lower intensity operations. If these doctrinal words are commonly understood throughout a unit, relatively simple analysis like the following may facilitate common understanding of how that unit will apply them in lower intensity environments. 
APPLICATION OF TASK PURPOSE METHOD EFFECT (TPME) STRUCTURE
The second part of the solution to facilitate effectively issuing tasking statements is to consider Task Purpose Method Effect (TPME) structure rather than T/P structure to reinforce commander's intent and simplify paragraph three. This structure is especially appropriate UNCLASUNCLAS FINAL DRAFT, CAPT LAPINSKY, CG 11 if the maneuver element's primary task is not a maneuver task. In other words, if the maneuver element (a rifle squad, for example) has a primary task of conducting nonkinetic activities or collecting information, trying to force a TPME mission into a T/P mission statement will only contribute to ineffective communication.
Mastery of MCDP 1-0 tasking words is a requisite first step that should not be overlooked, but this should not be held as the standard in infantry battalions or in any but the most entry-level training and education environments.
Rather, the general structure of an Essential Fire Support Task (EFST), combining the mission statement with commander's intent and coordinating instructions 9 has the following strengths and advantages:
The structure of the task facilitates a clear commander's intent;
Provides requisite instruction with regard to how the mission is to be done; and, Defines non-doctrinal tasking statements when they can not be avoided.
MULTIPLE MISSIONS UNCLASUNCLAS FINAL DRAFT, CAPT LAPINSKY, CG 11
Once the first two parts of the solution are accomplished -using doctrinal words correctly and reinforcing tasking statements with TPME structure where appropriate -we will see a tendency to assign multiple missions to relatively low echelons. Again, this will simplify orders at the lower tactical echelons by, for example, addressing non-kinetic activities and collections as tasks rather than addressing them separately.
In a low intensity environment, maneuver elements may often have multiple tasks even at the squad level.
Generally, it will make more sense to organize these by warfighting functions rather than by orientation (enemy, terrain, or friendly). For example, a squad could be tasked with conducting non-kinetic activities (method: talking points), collection (method: observation and talking to civilians), maneuver (interdiction of enemy activity, method: combined security patrol), and force protection (training of host nation security forces [HNSF], method: combined security patrol).
As an example to apply this solution, returning to the example above of an ineffective tasking statement 'conduct UNCLASUNCLAS FINAL DRAFT, CAPT LAPINSKY, CG 11 presence patrol,' to effectively communicate the desired mission:
First, recognize that while there is a maneuver task (likely reconnoiter, interdict, or screen from Fig 2 above) this is not the primary task.
Second, assign multiple tasking statements to address the multiple tasks required (patrol, non-kinetic activities, and collection, for example).
Third, structure and communicate all assigned tasks effectively. The maneuver task can likely be structured as a simple T/P mission with a doctrinal MCDP 1-0 task. Nonkinetic activities and likely collections will be more effectively tasked with a TPME structure, whether a doctrinal tasking word fits or not.
While it is not my purpose to discuss the human element of combat, and while the problem that 'conduct presence patrol' for example is not a mission is a sufficient problem, it is also relevant to note that in the absence of a mission, the Marines may consider themselves more targets than warfighters. 
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